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Chapter V 

Conclusion and Suggestion 

This chapter explain about the conclusion of the research (which found 

that the characters in the novel do something because has motive to fulfil their 

needs: psychological, safe and safety, love and belonging / social need, esteem 

need, and self-actualization). Also in this chapter gives some suggestion for other 

research that interest to make a research about literary research.  

Coclusion 

Motivation is always be the background of human act. Because motivation 

is the reason why human do something. For example if we wanted to eat it is 

because we feel hungry. According to Abraham Maslow, there are five reason or 

five level hierarchy of need that being a reason why human do something. This 

theory known as hierarchy of need or some known as human motivation. For 

Maslow the relation between need and motivation are dependent in two factors, 

first human being is never satisfied except in a relative, second that need seem to 

arrange themselves in some sort of hierarchy of prepotencty. Or in other words, 

the relation between need and motivation is because a man need something then 

he has motivation for fulfil his need. 

In the novel Diary of a wimpy kid: Rodrick Rules, the reason why the 

characters do something even was a silly did, only for fulfil their need. Those 

need arranged in fifth level, start from physiological need, safe and security need, 

love and belonging or social need, esteem need, and self-actualization. On 
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physiological need, the characters in the novel do something only for fulfil their 

need to get food, drink, and sleep. The characters ignored the rules only for eat 

and sleep, also helped someone only for get something. On safe and security need, 

the characters in the novel do something because mostly worrying about their 

safety and fulfil their need to be safe with avoiding injury and chronically bad 

situation. On love and belonging or social need, the characters in the novel do 

something only for fulfil their need for having special relation with others, 

sometimes also want to be a popular kid in one of social group. On esteem need, 

the characters in the novel do something because wanted to get appreciation from 

others and fulfil their need for getting esteem from others. On the last, self 

actualization, the character in the novel do something because wanted to prove 

that he can be what he want to be. 

Suggestion 

Based on the result of this research, there are some suggestion for the next 

researchers who want to do a research with the similar  research. On this research 

only focus to the motivation of the characters in the novel based hierarchy of need 

theory by Abraham Maslow. This research also used psychoanalytic as the 

approch. For next researchers who want to make a research in letter field and want 

to use psychoanalytic, can use this theory on others literary works. Or next 

researchers want to research on the same novel, can be use others motivation 

theory, others psychological approach, or others approach which totally different 

with psychological approach such as deconstructive, structuralism and semiotics, 

etc. 
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